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Microsoft Security Bulletin MS17-010 - Critical 

• Security Update for Microsoft Windows SMB Server (4013389)

• Published: March 14, 2017
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http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-0143
http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-0144
http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-0145
http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-0146
http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-0147
http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-0148
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Infos zu CVE-2017-0143  SMB Remote Code Execution

Mitigations

Microsoft has not identified any mitigating factors for this vulnerability.

Workarounds

Microsoft has not identified any workarounds for this vulnerability.

Acknowledgments

Microsoft recognizes the efforts of those in the security community who help 
us protect customers through coordinated vulnerability disclosure. 

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/security/dn848375.aspx#Mitigation
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/security/dn848375.aspx#Workaround
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Shadow Brokers    Fifth leak: "Lost in Translation"

April 14, 2017 

Die Shadow Brokers haben über einen Twitter Account einen
Tweet mit einem Link zu den geleakten Dateien, verschlüsselt
mit dem Password Reeeeeeeeeeeeeee geposted.
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14 April 2017 

the mysterious "Shadow Brokers" posted some hacking tools for Windows 
that were allegedly stolen from the NSA. All of them were at least a few 
years old, but exploited flaws in several versions of the operating system to 
move across networks and infect systems. early Saturday morning, Microsoft 
has responded with a blog post, saying it has evaluated all of the exploits 
listed. Its response to the release is surprisingly simple: most of them have 
already been fixed.

What's particularly curious is that four of the exploits -- EternalBlue, 
EternalChampion, EternalRomance and EternalSynergy -- were fixed 
in an update just last month, on March 14th. Because "The Shadow 
Brokers" listed what tools they had in January, it seemed like the NSA had to 
know this release could happen. Despite a long list of acknowledgments for 
security issues discovered and fixed in the March 2017 update, …, there's no 
name listed for the MS17-010 patch that fixed these. 

https://www.engadget.com/2017/04/15/microsoft-says-it-already-patched-several-shadow-brokers-nsa-l/
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DoublePulsar

is a backdoor implant tool supposedly developed by the U.S. National 
Security Agency's (NSA) Equation Group that was leaked by The 
Shadow Brokers in early 2017. 

Sean Dillon is a senior analyst of security company RiskSense Inc. who 
first dissected and inspected DoublePulsar. He said that the NSA exploits 
are "10 times worse" than the Heartbleed security bug, and use 
DoublePulsar as the primary payload. DoublePulsar runs in kernel mode 
which grants hackers a high level of control over the computer system. 
Once installed, it has 3 commands: ping, kill, and exec, the latter of 
which 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DoublePulsar
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WannaCry

großer Cyber-Angriff, bei dem über 230.000 Computer 
in 150 Ländern infiziert wurden
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EternalRocks

NSA-Exploits: EternalRocks nutzt mehr Schwachstellen als WannaCry

Der Wurm kombiniert sieben der von den Shadow Brokers veröffentlichten NSA-
Exploits. Anders als WannaCry transportiert er bislang keine Ransomware oder 
dergleichen. Die Hintermänner könnten möglichst zahlreiche Infektionen 
anstreben - um erst dann ihre bösartigen Ziele umzusetzen. 

Entdeckt hat den Wurm, der ein ganzes Sammelsurium von Schwachstellen 
nutzt, Sicherheitsexperte Miroslav Stampar vom kroatischen CERT. EternalRocks
machte sich sogar schon am 3. Mai erstmals bemerkbar, berichtet er in seiner 
Beschreibung auf GitHub. Auf den Wurm aufmerksam wurde er, als dieser eine 
Honeypot-Falle infizierte.

http://www.zdnet.de/88297887/nsa-exploits-eternalrocks-nutzt-mehr-schwachstellen-als-wannacry/

https://github.com/stamparm/EternalRocks
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SMB Attacken monitored by Check Point 
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Infektionen Aktuell

• https://attacks.mgmt.cloud/
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Eine genaue Analyse der Attacke

• Reconnaissance: 

– SMBTouch

– ArchiTouch

• Exploitation: 

– EternalBlue

– EternalChampion

– EternalSynergy

– EternalRomance

• Backdoor: 

– DoublePulsar

The SMBTouch Reconnaissance tool scans the targets before the 
attack is launched, and later attaches a detailed report on the 
target.
The tool collects its info using legitimate SMB messages 
which provide relevant Information about the victim machines.
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Eine genaue Analyse der Attacke

• Reconnaissance: 

– SMBTouch

– ArchiTouch

• Exploitation: 

– EternalBlue

– EternalChampion

– EternalSynergy

– EternalRomance

• Backdoor: 

– DoublePulsar

EternalBlue exploits (MS17-010) CVE-2017-0144

There is a buffer overflow caused by a memmove operation, 
which leads to a mathematical error, where a DWORD is being cast 
to a WORD.

The vulnerability exists at 
SMB_COM_TRANSACTION2_SECONDARY (0x33) request using the 
malformed fields: Parameters Offset, Data Count and Parameter 
count. These allow the exploit to inject the DoublePulsar backdoor 
into the target machine.
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Eine genaue Analyse der Attacke

• Reconnaissance: 

– SMBTouch

– ArchiTouch

• Exploitation: 
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– EternalSynergy

– EternalRomance

• Backdoor: 

– DoublePulsar
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Eine genaue Analyse der Attacke

• Reconnaissance: 

– SMBTouch

– ArchiTouch

• Exploitation: 

– EternalBlue

– EternalChampion

– EternalSynergy

– EternalRomance

• Backdoor: 

– DoublePulsar

Using the above, DoublePulsar backdoor is delivered to the 
target machine encoded in base64:

This leads us to the 3 basic commands 
1.0x23 – Checks if a backdoor is installed.
2.0xc8 – Loads DLL or Executes shell code.
3.0x77 – Uninstalls the backdoor.

http://blog.checkpoint.com/2017/05/25/brokers-shadows-analyzing-
vulnerabilities-attacks-spawned-leaked-nsa-hacking-tools/
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Warum Sandboxing?
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Sandbox Lösungen einzelner Hersteller

• Paloalto

– WildFire™ cloud-based threat analysis

– TRAPS ADVANCED ENDPOINT PROTECTION 

• Checkpoint

– Sandblast 

• FireEye

– AX-Serie  forensische Analyseplattform

• Trendmicro

– Deep Discovery  Sandboxing + Smart Protection Network™ 

– DEEP DISCOVERY ANALYZER is an open custom sandbox analysis server 
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WannaCry Report aus der Sandbox
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http://freports.us.checkpoint.com/wannacryptor2_1/index.html
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WildFire Report
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Check Point Tool-B-Gone Root Kit

SandBlast – Superior Anti-Evasion

• Malware usually cannot detect Rootkit!

• The solution is to Install a rootkit on the analysis machine 

– Hide files/processes/drivers 

– Hide open ports 

– Hide registry values 

• Malware is not aware that it is being subverted 
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CPU-Level Sandbox
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Collect CPU flow data into 
the CPU Flow Buffer

Hypervisor
CPU-level Sandbox
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Look for exploit patterns in 
the CPU flow buffer

“Double Click”

Activate the file in its 
native application

CPU Flow Buffer

Activate CPU Debug Mode
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Frontend servers
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SandBlast Cloud Overview
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Fluss der Daten

wildfire-privacy-datasheet.pdf
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Welche Informationen wandern in die Cloud?
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Threat Emulation   Sharing with Check Point

• There are two levels of sharing 

– Anonymous attack information

• Includes – MD5, SHA1, file type, execution report

– Malicious files information

• Includes – File name, file, sender, recipient, mail subject and URL

• Sharing information with AB/AV

– When one of the sharing options is enabled the attack information is also being 
sent to our AV/AB so they will detect these indicators as malicious as well.
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Sicherheits Erklärungen der Hersteller

Paloalto Wildfire

• Security of Data in Wildfire Session data sent from firewalls to the WildFire
cloud is encrypted in transit. In the EU the transit does not involve any 
third party. All data received into the cloud is encrypted while at rest. Palo 
Alto Networks has also achieved SOC2 certification for its WildFire U.S.-
based data centers to demonstrate its strong security policies and internal 
controls environment

How do we assure privacy with the SandBlast Cloud Service? 

• Please read and refer to Check Point privacy statement and the Check Point 
Cloud Services Security Statement pdf. 
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Aber was passiert im Falle einer infizierten Datei?

• Malware Research Files that are detected as malicious may be stored by 
Check Point to enable vulnerability research. Detected malicious files are 
made available to designated Check Point security researchers, for in-depth 
threat analysis of infected files. [1]

• Access by Palo Alto Networks Within Palo Alto Networks, access to the 
WildFire production system is restricted to the teams that perform the 
analysis of the samples, generate reports and signatures, and test 
signatures for efficacy. This may include team members from WildFire
threat research and engineering [2]

[1] Check_Point_Cloud_Services_Security_Statement_2015_UP.pdf
[2] wildfire-privacy-datasheet.pdf
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Who Do you Trust

Sharing expertise and threat intelligence within the "commons" -- resources 
affecting an entire community -- enhances the ability of the good guys to 
respond to the bad guys. Rather than operating in isolated silos, the "sharing" --
sourcing from the crowd -- enables a collective defense that, though not tipping 
the balance totally in favor of the good guys, certainly improves the potential for a 
more powerful defense.

The challenge, of course, is how to source from the crowd when trust and 
transparency are the watchwords of cyber security. How do you ensure the 
veracity of submissions ("attribution"), represented as the work of good 
guys and not a potential "Trojan Horse," in a world where anonymity is the 
norm and may in fact be a legal requirement? How do you establish an audit trail 
of accountability to ensure trust and transparency? How do you create an incentive 
system that rewards contributions from the best and brightest

http://www.darkreading.com/analytics/crowdsourcing-and-cyber-security-who-do-you-trust/a/d-id/1278747
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Sandblast TE Appliance
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Cloud/Local pros and cons
Feature Cloud Pro Cloud Con Local Pro Local Con

Privacy N/A Not everyone 
can use cloud. 
Files must be 
shared

Files are kept 
on site, control 
what is shared

N/A

Latency Previous 
malicious 
verdicts are in 
cloud (fast 
response)

Files need to 
be uploaded 
(often slower
than 
download)

Ethernet speed 
from collection 
to SandBlast 
Appliance

Data samples Huge data
sample set

N/A Local gateway 
knows your 
files best

Dataset is 
smaller
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Cloud/Local pros and cons
Feature Cloud Pro Cloud Con Local Pro Local Con

Custom images N/A Cant be done Possible N/A

Alternative OS 
images (e.g. 
OSX)

Possible, with 
licensing 
permission

N/A N/A Not possible due 
to licensing

Image updates Automatic and 
transparent

N/A N/A Must be 
downloaded and 
scheduled to not 
disrupt scanning

Multi Site 
deployment

Cloud can work 
with any size CP 
gateway

Some gateways 
perform too 
many 
emulations, and 
need local

Can offer 
appliances for all 
business sizes 
and TE can be 
load balanced

More hardware
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Performance deep discovery analyzer Model 100 (Trend)

• Capacity

– 20,000 samples/day

• supported File types

– exe, dll, swf, lnk, doc, docx, ppt, pptx, xls, pdf, hwp, cell, jtd, rtf, gul, jar, chm

Performance FireEye
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Performance Check Point

How much time does it take to emulate a file? 

Full emulation takes 60-70 seconds. The system can hold files until emulation 

has completed in the following configurations: 

- For web downloads when the system is configured in-line 

- For mail attachments when using a “Message Transport Agent” (MTA) topology 

on the Security Gateway 

- For mail attachments when using the agent for exchange server 
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SANDBLAST
CLOUD

(Public or Private)

Browser 
Extension
Web downloads

Threat Extraction &
Threat Emulation

File-System 
Monitor

Any file copied or created

Threat Emulation

Zero-day Protection für den Client
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Instant Protection für Web Downloads

Konvertiert Datei in ein PDF
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Automatisiert

kein Helpdesk notwendig

Zugriff auf das Original

After Threat Emulation is Completed
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